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1 Introduction

For the past six months, I have been integrating several experimental,
cutting-edge technologies developed by my colleagues at MIT as part
of the MIT LCS/AIL Oxygen project. This paper gives a snapshot of
this work-in-progress.

Project Oxygen is a collaborative effort involving many research
activities throughout the Laboratory for Computer Science (LCS) and
the Artificial Intellegence Laboratory (AIL) at the Massachusetts In-
stitute of Technology (MIT). The Oxygen vision is to bring an abun-
dance of computation and communication within easy reach of humans
through natural perceptual interfaces of speech and vision so compu-
tation blends into peoples’ lives enabling them to easily do tasks they
want to do – collaborate, access knowledge, automate routine tasks and
their environment. In other words, pervasive, human-centric computing.

At first blush, this catch-phrase appears vacuous. Today, computers
are certainly pervasive; it is likely, at this moment, you are within 100
meters of a computer. Computers are certainly human-centric; what
else can they be? On the other hand, computers are not yet as pervasive
as is electricity or water. Although computers perform jobs required by
humans, they do not feel human-centric – humans must conform to an
unnatural way of communicating and interacting with computers. Fi-
nally, the tasks described have little to do with computation; computer-
mediated functions is a more accurate term but sounds awkward.

The vision and goals of the Oxygen project are described in detail
elsewhere [11, 2, 1], the purpose here is to show how many maturing
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Fig. 1. An overview of the Oxygen Infrastructure, showing the division into
three parts: H21, a handheld digital device, N21, the network infrastructure,
and E21, the environment infrastructure.

technologies can be integrated as a first step towards achieving the Oxy-
gen vision. There are research efforts at other universities and research
institutions that roughly share the same vision, however, each institu-
tion focuses on integrating their own maturing technologies. Oxygen
has a three-pronged approach by dividing the space into three broad
categories: the H21, a hand-held device, the N21, an advanced network,
and the E21, a sensor-rich environment (see Figure 1).

In what follows, an Oxygen application is described in terms of
its human-centric features as well as the required technologies. It is
important to keep in mind that this is just one of many applications
and that it is merely a vehicle to explain how many technologies can be
integrated and how to create the infrastructure necessary to enable the
introduction of context into applications making them more “natural”
to use.

The sample application is that of a seminar presentation support
system. The next section gives an overview of the application. Section
3, reviews many of the technologies that will go into this application.
Section 4, shows how they integrate to form the application. A prelim-
inary programming language and middleware support is described in
Section 5.
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2 A computer-mediated, seminar presentation
system

This section describes a computer-mediated seminar presentation sys-
tem. As you read through the description, compare it to how presenta-
tions are given today. Although a laptop with programs like Powerpoint
or Freelance attached to an LCD projector is a vast improvement over
the old days of foils or 35mm slides, the human has given up a de-
gree of control, freedom, and naturalness. The system described below
provides for a more natural human interface.

Alice is to give a seminar about her O2.5 project. As she walks into
the seminar room, she allows herself to be be identified as the speaker.
She does not need to carry a laptop with her slides on it – all of her
files are globally accessible. Alice tells the system how to find her talk
by simply supplying enough keywords to uniquely identify the file she
wants. Her files are well indexed and so she merely describes the file
in human terms and not with some bizarre syntax. The system knows
where she is and marshals all the physical components that may be
needed for her to control the display.

Alice wants to control the display so that it matches her current
desires. A seminar is a live event and the dynamics depend on the
audience and speaker. Although it is crucial that she control the pre-
sentation, this control should be of minimal distraction. The same is
true for the audience – they should be able to see the visual content,
hear her commentary, and take notes at the same time. Moreover, un-
expected events should be handled in a natural way.

Even today, Oxygen technologies can make a computer-mediated
presentation a more natural experience. In particular, three natural
ways to control the slides are provided, as opposed to the traditionally
way where Alice either clicks the mouse or hits the enter key. It is
computer-centric to force the speaker to always walk over to the laptop
in order to advance the slide. A wireless mouse is only a partial solution
as it requires that something be held in a hand. For Bob this might
be fine, but Alice likes to use a laser pointer to highlight objects on
the screen and she finds holding two objects to be very awkward. An
integrated pointer/mouse is no better since it now requires attention
to find the correct button.

Alice can use her laser pointer to highlight words, draw lines and
sketches, as well as to switch between slides. Holding the pointer in
the bottom right corner means to advance to the next slide. A camera
looking at the screen interprets Alice’s laser pointer gestures. But not
all humans like to use laser pointers. Some people, especially when they
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are continuously engaged in speaking, like to use verbal commands to
control the presentation. This is done with a microphone and software
that continuously tries to understand commands. All three modes of
control will always be active, allowing the speaker to use whatever is
convenient.

There is more to a presentation than just advancing slides. Alice
may want to see her notes, see the next slide before the audience, skip
a slide or present the slides in a different order. A laptop, handheld, or
any other personal communication device can be used by the speaker.
To skip to a different slide without anyone knowing it, is a task that
is easily performed by simply clicking on a different slide image on her
personal display. The personal display must remain consistent with the
public display. So, whether Alice says “Next Slide,” chooses a slide from
her private computer (handheld or laptop), or uses the laser pointer,
both displays are updated.

The audience should also have a choice of ways to observe the pre-
sentation. They can look at the large projection screen in the front of
the room, as is usually the case, or they may choose to view the pre-
sentation on their own personal digital device. The output is simulta-
neously broadcast to these devices. Some people in the audience might
like to take notes and have them correlate with the presentation itself.
We propose broadcasting a URL or some other identification symbol
for the current contents. This can be either used to display the slide on
the laptop, or be inserted into their notes. Later on in the privacy of
their own room, these notes can be merged with an archived version of
the talk. The archived version will match the presentation rather than
the original file. Alice may have many “emergency” slides prepared that
will be shown only in response to a question.

To summarize, there are several output modalities: the LCD projec-
tion, a broadcast of the current content, an archival copy that can be
accessed afterwards, and the ability to correlate the public presentation
with her own personal view of the presentation.

Lastly, Alice also has “meta” operation control - e.g. switching to
a different presentation package, such as a browser or Mathematica, or
even to the contents of another presentation. She should also be able
to control whether or not content is broadcast or archived.

3 Technology overview

Research into many technologies that support the above scenario being
pursued as part of Project Oxygen. Once again, we wish to emphasize
that there are many competing technologies being developed elsewhere.
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Fig. 2. The seminar room can be assembled from off-the-shelf components.
The laptop controls the LCD, camera, microphone, and the networking parts
of connecting to the file system, broadcasting, and archiving. The H21 is used
by the speaker for personal notes and skipping slides. This application makes
use of many of emerging technologies being pursued at the Lab. for CS and
AI Lab at MIT.
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We deliberately ignore them for several reasons1. First, to do justice to
them all would make this article too large. Second, close physical prox-
imity is usually required when making use of experimental, research
systems. While it is possible to do this remotely for one component, it
is nearly impossible do this for a number of research projects. We wish
to provide feedback to these other research projects before they are
ready for prime-time and we deliberately try to use them in some un-
intended way. While there are similar efforts in many of the intelligent
or instrumented rooms, our example is simply geared towards exposing
how components interact even with commodity hardware. As fun as it
is, the particular demo of an oxygenated presentation is not the goal.

3.1 The Handy 21 (H21)

Although the commercial sector has been cranking out all kinds of
hand-held devices, there is still much research to be done. The H21
should replace the plethora of communication gadgets with a single
portable device. In particular, it should combine at least the functions
of a cellular phone, wireless Internet connection, pager, radio, as well
as a music and video player/recorder. Packing all this functionality
into a single device appears to make it too heavy to be portable. So,
industry strives to find the right set of combinations and to then sell
add-ons to fill-in the missing pieces. The Oxygen approach is different:
all that is needed is a minimal set of components built into the hardware
with software and reconfigurable hardware used to provide whatever
functionality is needed.

The SpectrumWare project [13] is developing a multipurpose com-
munications system that can be programmed to receive and transmit
many different types of signals in order to form a “communications
chameleon.” One can program the H21 to be a radio, cell phone, or
television receiver. To fit in a small space it will need configurable
hardware.

The RAW project [3] is developing a chip that will deliver unprece-
dented performance, energy efficiency and cost-effectiveness because of
its flexible design, by exposing its wiring to the software system, the
chip itself can be customized to suit the needs of whatever application
is running on it. The Raw chip could be incorporated into a single de-

1 The author wishes to apologize to all those who do not agree with these
reasons. In a future, expanded version of this paper, many competing tech-
nologies will be cited. The author would be happy to learn about an rele-
vant research.
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vice that could perform a wide variety of applications: encryption or
speech recognition, games or communications.

The commercial sector also understands the need for low-power de-
vices, especially handheld ones. However, to make substantial improve-
ments, it is important to re-examine computer architecture from basic
principles. The SCALE project [6] is aimed at doing just that.

Rather than waiting for this research to come to fruition, the Oxy-
gen project will make use of commercial handheld computers. In fact,
it is doubtful that we will ever build our own device. More likely, we
will continue to modify and adapt commercial products that at a min-
imum, support Linux, audio and visual I/O, and multiple communica-
tion channels [4]. Although in an ideal world one will have the right
devices for the job, in reality that is usually not the case. It is thus
important to be able to make use of what is available. Users want to
get the job done and so we expect to support a wide range of devices.

3.2 Networking, naming and location management

One’s personal data should be easily and universally accessible. Having
a multitude of digital devices, each with some possibly inconsistent set
of data, is neither natural nor geared towards the needs of the human.
Having to remember a set of arbitrary names just to use a physical
device sitting in plain sight is also demeaning to the human user.

The self-certifying file system, SFS [14], is a universal, secure filesys-
tem that has a single global namespace but no centralized control.
Other similar filesystems require the users to use a particular key man-
agement system to provide security and authentication. SFS separates
key management from file system security, thereby allowing the world
to share the filesystem no matter how individuals chose to manage their
keys.

Within a building it is useful to know where things, including one’s
self, are physically located. The traditional approach is to have all
things periodically broadcast their identity and to have sensors spread
throughout the building that detect these things. To provide a degree of
privacy, among other reasons, the Cricket [7] location-support system
takes the opposite approach. Spread throughout the building are a set
of beacons. The beacons are a combination of RF and infrared signals
that broadcast physical and logical location information. Things in the
environment sense these beacons. Thus, a handheld knows where it is
located rather than the system knowing it. A person has the freedom
to reveal his or her location – usually when some service or resource
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is required. All sorts of devices need to be integrated into the system
having network connectivity and location awareness [12].

Knowing the location of things enables one to name digital devices
by their intended use rather than by some specific URL or IP address.
The Intensional Naming System [8] does just that by maintaining a
database of currently active devices along with attributes describing
their intended use. Devices periodically check-in to avoid having their
entries time-out. INS supports early binding for efficiency and late bind-
ing for mobility. With INS, it is possible to route packets to the LCD
projector that is located in the same room as the speaker or to route
messages to whatever display device is near the intended recipient.

3.3 Security and correctness

As evident by the central place of this subsection, the Oxygen Project
considers security and privacy as a central component of a human-
centric system. We are developing a personal identification device that
has two interesting features. It has a very simple interface, perhaps only
a single button to distinguish between identification and authorization
[12, 19]. The simpler the interface the easier it is to make the device
secure. The second feature is that identification mechanisms provide
privacy. A guiding philosophy is that privacy is the right to reveal infor-
mation about oneself. When one chooses to make use of public system
resources one is choosing to reveal information about one’s self. Various
schemes for secure, private group collaboration are being developed [19]
as well.

As computers continue their infestation of human activities, their
reliability becomes more important. Specifying the behaviors of inter-
acting systems is particularly challenging. Research efforts, I/O Au-
tomaton (IOA) [16] and Term Rewriting Systems (TRS) [5], aimed at
proving the appropriateness of collective behaviors, have focused on
precise and concise specifications.

3.4 Human interfaces

There is no question that verbal and visual interfaces to computers are
rapidly maturing and are already being successfully deployed. However,
speech and natural language systems need to extend beyond simple
dialog systems. The approach is to gather information from the speaker
in a number of ways, to fuse this with information from other sources
and to carry out tasks in an off-line fashion as well, so as to optimize
the users time [22]. This effort is also trying to make it easy to develop
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domain-specific speech interfaces; moving the creation of a interface
from an art to a science.

The focus on visual input system that recognize a range of ges-
tures tries to leverage multiple input devices. Just like stereo vision
makes it easier to differentiate objects, collaboration between multiple
monitoring devices simplifies many recognition tasks. For example, a
microphone array along with a array of cameras can be used to do
speech processing of all the conversations going on in a meeting, even
when several people talk at once [9]

On the output side, there is research aimed at building very large
displays. The challenge is to overcome the bandwidth problem of get-
ting all the pixels out of a computer. The approach is to embed pro-
cessing, connectivity, and display all in one package so that the pixel
generator is close to the pixel display, thereby creating a sufficiently
rich environment to mimic the Holodeck of Star Trek fame [18]. A re-
lated effort is to develop an economical method for displaying 3D using
an auto-stereoscopic display [17].

3.5 Collaboration

There is much to be done in the way of supporting computer-mediated
human collaboration. Teleconferencing has made strives in allowing col-
laboration between people who are widely spatially disjoint, but it is
still difficult to collaborate when people are temporally disjoint [21].
Much of this work is going on in the Artificial Intellegence Laboratory
at MIT and unfortunately, I only know a little bit about it. The seminar
presentation scenario described in this paper is just the beginning.

4 Implementing the seminar presentation system

We can now relate the technologies described in the previous section
with the needs of our seminar presentation system. The explanation
roughly follows the description in Section 2. We ignore traditional is-
sues like authorization and allocation of resources and application code
written in traditional ways.

When Alice enters the seminar room, she must be identified and the
presentation manager must be initiated. A simple tag broadcasts her
public key to her H21 or, if she does not have one, then to the room
computing E21 infrastructure. The H21, with Alice’s permission, will
initiate the seminar presentation manager application as an extension of
Alice’s computing environment. Rather than having applications run
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on machines with only a loose connection to the owner, they are all
under direct control of the initiator, who has the ability to interact
with them from any Oxygen supported I/O device..

Access to Alice’s presentation files is via the secure, global filesys-
tem, SFS. Advanced indexing systems, such as Haystack [15], will be
used to find files or slides within a file. The Cricket location manage-
ment system is being used to know where the presentation is occurring.
It is possible for the speaker and the audience to seamlessly move to a
larger seminar room without losing any content. The intentional nam-
ing system, INS, is used to route packets between the components of
the system and provide for fault tolerance and mobility. If one compo-
nent crashes, INS will help in finding an alternate or reconnect when
the component comes back online.

For the input modes, speech and vision processing is used. The
speech project, Galaxy, has been developed mostly for dialogs and is
being adapted to an active monitoring mode. The vision system [9] is
used for the initial laser pointer and later for human gesture recogni-
tion. A microphone array combined with a vision system that precisely
located the position of the speakers mouth is being developed to allow
the speaker more mobility. Recognition of drawing gestures, makes use
of technology underlying the Rational Capture project [10].

The presentation itself will be controlled in a conventional manner.
For powerpoint presentations running under windows, we use visual
basic to connect to the rest of the application middleware as well as to
control the presentation itself. For the speaker’s note view, a stripped
down web-browser is used with the application code written in Java.

The output side, at the moment, is the least sophisticated. We hope
to make use of the Auto-stereoscopic Display work that will enable 3D
image rendering and the Holodeck research that will support very large
active displays. In addition, capturing the experience for later review
will make use of the research in collaboration [21].

Finally, the presentation manager application is written in a special
“communication oriented” language and middleware, described in the
next section. Such communication oriented languages, along with IOA
and TRS research will lead to the development of correct distributed
systems that work first time out, and allow one to focus on performance
as the system scales.

5 The language overview

This section highlights the core of a communication oriented language
used to program some Oxygen applications. The work described in this
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section is preliminary and so the description is deliberately sketchy2.
Although, Java could be used, especially since most of the underlying
technologies provide a Java interface, our language lets the application
writer to focus on what is relevant, permits very aggressive optimiza-
tions and is more concise and precise.

At a high level of abstraction, there are only a few components that
need to be manipulated: nodes, edges, messages, and actions. Nodes are
just about anything that can be named and communicated via sockets.
An edge is a directed connection between nodes. A message is an entity
that flows along an edge. An event is the creation or destruction of one
of these components; thus there are only six different types of events.
Rules (or actions) make up the final component of the language. An
action consists of a trigger and a consequence. A trigger is an event, such
as the creation of a node or the destruction of an edge. A consequence
is also an event. For example, the existence of a message on an edge
can trigger a set of edges to be disconnected.

Fig. 3. A graphical view of the components and their connections

Nodes are named in a way that is compatible with the intentional
naming system [8] and consists of a collection of key/value pairs. When
a node is named, these pairs are matched against a database of existing,
functioning devices or services. For simplicity, any node can be created
or destroyed. In actuality, it is only the connection that is created or
destroyed when the node is a physical device or an enduring software
service. Connections are IP/Port specifiers; it is assumed that all de-
vices and third-party services have some kind of wrapper that converts
input and output to the appropriate formats. Rather than have a spe-
cial case to handle the case when a named node does not exist, it is

2 This work is so preliminary that the language has yet to be named.
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assumed that such nodes are created and then immediately destroyed.
The code to handle a non-existent node is exactly the same as the
code to handle a node that was connected but becomes disconnected
or destroyed.

Messages are self-describing and self-typed. They can be named,
as with nodes, by a set of key/value pairs but must include a loca-
tion, either a node or an edge. Very large messages or streams, such
as audio, video, or screen images are conceptionally the same as text
messages, but the implementation treats them different to ensure suf-
ficient performance. As each message moves through the system, it is
assumed to be created when it arrives at a location and destroyed when
it leaves that location. This permits actions to treat message events and
creation/destruction of node and edge events in the same uniform way.

All the action is, of course, with the actions. Actions are simple yet
powerful rules. Actions can be created or destroyed, just like all other
objects in the language, and are thus events. So, some event trigger
can create new actions or remove current ones. Actions are needed to
control what happens in a dynamic, sensor rich environment. When
one enters a room from the hallway, two events happen: the link to the
hallway is destroyed and the link to the room is created. Either of these
events can serve as triggers for a whole slew of actions.

Figure 4 shows the specification of the presentation manager. The
nodes are named using key/value pairs. The variable owner is a param-
eter of the system and is passed-in when the application begins. The
location specifier could be done in the same way, but in the code in the
Figure it is hardwired. Nodes, messages, and edges are all named to
make it easier to read the code. Two sets of actions are specified. One
disconnects the I/O devices. This, presumably is useful for situations in
which the speaker wishes to temporarily pause the current presentation
and to switch to a different one3. The first action is invoked whenever
there is a “pause” message on the dialog-in port. The consequence of
this action is to destroy the four edges that connect to the camera,
microphone, LCD, and broadcast process. These will be used by the
other application. The archiver is dedicated to this application and so
can remain connected. A second set of actions show another example
of disconnecting only the edges to the broadcaster and archiver nodes.

There is a middleware system that executes the language [20]. Ini-
tially it executes on a single machine, but soon will be made fault
tolerant and decentralized. Nearly all actions performed by the mid-

3 Hopefully, the speaker is not checking her mail during the presentation
itself!
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Application Name:
Seminar Presentation Manager ( owner )

Nodes:
microphone : [ “Device”, “microphone”, “Location”,“NE43-518” ]
camera : [ “Device”, “camera”, “Location”,“NE43-518” ]
input : [ “Process”, “input-collector”, “OS”,“Unix”,“Owner”, owner ]
ppt : [ “Process”, “powerpoint-displayer”, “OS”,“Windows”,“Owner”,
owner ]
ppt’ : [ “Process”, “speaker-notes”, “Platform”,“H21”,“Owner”, owner
]
lcd : [ “Device”, “lcd”, “Location”,“NE43-518” ]
broadcaster : [ “Process”, “broadcast-slides”,“OS”,“Unix”,“Owner”,
owner ]
archiver : [ “Process”, “archive-slides”, “OS”,“Unix”,“Owner”, owner ]

Edges:
mpause : [ “Message”, “pause”, “Location”, dialog-in ]
mresume : [ “Message”, “resume”, “Location”, dialog-in ]
mconfidential : [ “Message”, “confidential”, “Location”, dialog-in ]
mpublic : [ “Message”, “public”, “Location”, dialog-in ]

Messages:
ems: ( microphone , speech ) , esi: ( speech , input )
ecv: ( camera , vision ) , evi: ( vision , input )

eip: ( input , ppt ) , eip′ : ( input , ppt’ )
epl: ( ppt , lcd ) , epb: ( ppt , broadcaster )
epa: ( ppt , archiver ) ,

ep′i: ( ppt’ , input )

Actions:
( mpause , (!ecv , !ems ,!epl , !epb ) )
( mresume , (ecv , ems ,epl , epb ) )
( mconfidential , (!epb , !epa ) )
( mpublic , (epb , epa ) )

Fig. 4. Part of the communications program that expresses the connections.
There are always two implicit nodes: dialog-in and dialog-out. The actions
disconnect and reconnect the I/O devices on a pause or resume command.
Presumably this is used to switch to another presentation. Similarly, the
speaker may want to go “off-the-record” and show slides that are not archived
nor broadcast. Going “public” reestablishes these links.
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dleware corresponds to an event and events can be triggers for other
events.

Although, we expect that the language will be compiled for optimum
performance and reliability, it is also possible to interpret commands
during run time. A user can modify an application during run-time to
adapt to changing needs. The simple structure makes this easy to do
provided there is a way for a user to easily name nodes, edges, and
messages.

6 Conclusion

Scientific endeavors have always alternated between periods of deep
and narrowly focused research activities and periods of synthesis across
many fields. I believe we are in the midst of a new computer revolu-
tion. The relentless doubling of performance every 18 months, the even
faster exponential growth of the web and its communication infrastruc-
ture, and the maturing of many human-computer interface technologies
means that things will not stay the same. While industry is doing some
of this work, the emphasis is on producing products that are good at one
thing. Oxygen is not producing products, rather it is exploring what is
possible when one synthesizes the fruits of research across many fields.

This paper describes a work in progress. Not only is this system
still under development, but many of the technologies that it exploits
are also under development. The presentation manager is simply a data
point. It gives insight into the tools that will be needed in the future,
gives feedback to those researchers developing the components, and is
just one of several parallel efforts. These efforts will create the infras-
tructure necessary for the next decade. There is much to be done but
we must keep the goal in sight – computers must become easier and
more natural to use.
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